Vaccination against infectious bronchitis virus: A continuous challenge.
Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) is a significant respiratory pathogen of commercial poultry that causes millions of dollars in lost revenue worldwide each year. Even though the poultry industry extensively vaccinates against IBV, emergence of new serotypes and variants continually occur, making control of the disease difficult. Current mass application strategies for IBV vaccines are inefficient and frequently result in vaccination failures. Novel vaccine technology development has been slow, and is hindered by the constraints of large-scale poultry production. Further complicating the situation is the lack of knowledge of IBV protein and host cell interactions, making targeted vaccine intervention strategies near impossible. Taken together, it is easy to see why this disease remains significant in poultry production. This review outlines the current situation as it relates to IBV control, including vaccination, vaccines, and development of immunity, and recent developments in vaccine technology that may provide better protection in the future.